2018 New Student Transition
Transcript of Webinar on July 30, 2018

Chris Hyland:will this presentation be available for viewing at a later date as well?
Melissa - Moderator:Yes
Melissa - Moderator:We will put it on our website at go.udayton.edu/nso on the multimedia tab
Chris Hyland:Thank you!
Kitty Saja:the survey boxes keep appearing & disappearing.
Melissa - Moderator:Yes because when she wasn't talking people were thinking they couldn't hear so
we are manually moving it off and on
Katie Meredith:I missed the June 20 webinar. Is that lso on the same website?
Melissa - Moderator:YEs
Kayla:How do you sumbit the polls?
Bob Sapienza:the video keeps freezing?
Melissa - Moderator:Just click on the button
Melissa - Moderator:Your connection must be spotty as we aren't experiencing that
Kayla:It will not allow me to sumbit my answer.
Melissa - Moderator:It's okay Kayla
Amanda Janszen:when ordering books, at this point, can you still pick up in person or do they have to
be mailed?
Melissa - Moderator:Amanda - Yes you can go to the bookstore and pick up in person
Melissa - Moderator:Please go to our website at go.udayton.edu/nso and look at the FAQs
Melissa - Moderator:There is question that answers the ways to acquire books
Kevin:is there a place to look up where we can see the size/set up of their dormroom
Melissa - Moderator:Kevin - yes the Housing website
Melissa - Moderator:Go to udayton.edu and type housing into the search box
Megan Powers:when i go to order my books online it says that i need a user a nd passwword seperate
from my porches account but is there a step by step on how to order them online?
Melissa - Moderator:Megan - we encourage you to go to the bookstore website and/or call them
tomorrow for specific help
Carolina Enrique:signed up for Early drop off but now going to Camp Blue, do i need to cancel early
drop off slot?
James Moag:i signed up for early drop off but need to cancel and arrive at the regular time. how should
I do that?
Melissa - Moderator:Carolina - only if you want to You can do both
Michael Webber:How long is tonite's webinar?
Melissa - Moderator:One hour
Scott - Moderator:James, send an email to nso@udayton.edu and let us know about your request. We
can take care of that for you.
Megan Powers:thank you
Megan Powers:also what's the times scheduled for dorm rooms to move in on move in day
Melissa - Moderator:Megan - Marycrest and Stuart 10 - 2 Founders 1:30 - 3:30 Marianist 2:30 - 4
Todd cahoe:should we have already ordered text books?

Shannon Molloy:How long are lines on actual move in day? Will we be sitting in our car for a long
period of time as we approach the drop off zone where the volunteer helpers are?
Melissa - Moderator:Todd - no you can still do it
Todd cahoe:should we do it before move-in day?
Trevor Ellis:should we already know what dorm our son is going to be in?
Elizabeth Repasky:How do i address issues regarding my schedule? Can i do that during early drop off?
Martina Katic:when do we get our photo I.D.
Mary:how do you reserve a blue cart?
John & Barbara:are car tags required for early dro off?
Kitty Saja:if one student in the room is in honors & the other is not, can both room mates move in
during honors a.m. time or are do you unload at the separate dorm times?
Abby Conwat:Can we buy our textbooks the day we move in?
Tim Gregory:Are these the same "directions" for band students who are moving in early?
Melissa - Moderator:Shannon - It depends on when you arrive. It can be up to 45 minutes
Grace Porter:When is the best time to purchase textbooks
caitlin wagner:if we go to bookstore to get books an we take them to the room if our hour time slot for
drop off has expired?
Ron Spendlove:My student is signed up for both early arrival and early arrival for camp blue. should we
cancel our early arrival slot?
Melissa - Moderator:Abby - YEs you can buy them the day off
Ummiya - Moderator:Elizabeth - please refer to our website at go.udayton.edu/orientationapps for all
schedule information and to download our schedule app.
Melissa - Moderator:Martina - you will get your id at check in
Scott - Moderator:Trevor, Your student received an email from housing on July 18th. The email would
go to their UD email.
Melissa - Moderator:John and Barbara - you don't need the car tags for early drop off
Ummiya - Moderator:Mary - are you referring for a blue cart during Early Drop-Off or Move-In Day?
There's a specific process for each.
Mark Settembrini:my student has been approved to move in early (12th). Will we folllow the same
procedures and drop off the stuff then go park and move in?
Melissa - Moderator:Kitty - No only the honors student can move in during honors move in the other
roommate must move in during normal times
Gabriel Page:Where do I get the photo for my ID? Or where should I submit it?
Mary:Thanks - I am referring to a blue cart on early drop-off day
Scott - Moderator:Abby, You will be able to purchase textbooks on Move in Day once you have moved
in.
Chris Schneider:is anyone else having trouble with the sound? It keeps cutting in and out every couple
words
Melissa - Moderator:Tim - You wil need to contact the band office as they coordinate their move-in
Kristen:Sound is fine for me.
Mary:sound is working for me
OLIVIA fRISSORA:what is camp blue
Aaron Hohman:working for us
Scott Cruttenden:sound is good

Gabriel Page:Where do I get the photo for my ID? Or where should I submit it? I was never given
directions about that before today.
Natalie Barendt 2:I am in a triple dorm in Marycrest, and I can't seem to find any diagrams or
descriptions of that type of room on the Marycrest page. Is there anyway I can know what my dorm will
look like?
Kevin Murphy:Can you purchase books on early drop off day?
Stefani Callabro 3:no sound here
Carolina Enrique:my son is going to camp blue, when do we get assign a move-in time ?
Melissa - Moderator:Ray - you can wait until you arrive if that is convenient for your
Colleen McDonnell:if you are in camp blue when do you get your textbooks
Elizabeth Repasky:what type of computer does the university recommend?
Dorothy Seabrook:If you completed forms for STEM camp do you have additional forms for Camp Blue?
Melissa - Moderator:Kevin - yes you can purchase texts at early drop off
Ummiya - Moderator:Mark - Yes, you will be asked to pull up to the residence halls. Then the driver will
be asked to park and return for help their student in move-in.
Scott - Moderator:Gabriel, You will be able to pick up your photo ID when you at your residence hall.
Melissa - Moderator:Natalie - you need to contact housing for exact measurcements at 937-229-3317
Scott - Moderator:Gabriel, If you are a commuter, you can get it at the commuter breakfast.
Melissa - Moderator:Carolina - You move in for camp on Sunday the 12th at 8 a.m.
Grace Porter:Should we already have out class schedules?
Jojo Sattler:I registered for Early Drop Off through Marching Band and I don't know what time slot that
i"m in.
Ummiya - Moderator:Ron - you're welcome to keep both your Early Drop-Off date and move in
additional items during Camp move-in times. If you'd like to cancel your confirmed time slot for Early
Drop-Off please email nso@udayton.edu
Gabriel Page:Okay, so here's my question. I submitted the flyercard photo on porches but there hasn't
been any other update since. Will I be able to pick it up at orientation after Move-In, or am I supposed
to pick it up earlier?
Melissa - Moderator:Elizabeth - you can go to udayton.edu and type in computer requirement for all
the computer requirements
Scott - Moderator:Grace, You should be able to find your class schedule through Porches.
Abby Conwat:When purchasing textbooks at the bookstore, how can you use the textbook scholarship?
Melissa - Moderator:Dorothy - camp forms are different from STEM forms, so yes you need to
complete both
Bryson Wittler:Are there any stores where UD students get a discounted rate on new laptops?
Melissa - Moderator:Bryson - not to our knowledge
Ummiya - Moderator:Gabriel - you will be receiving your FlyerCard when you move into your residence
halls.
Ricardo Santa:I signed up for the Transitions, when do I pick up my UD ID?
Melissa - Moderator:Bryson - Apple offers a discount now
Colleen McDonnell: if you are in camp blue when do you get your textbooks
Melissa - Moderator:Ricardo - IDs will be available when you check in to your residence hall
Scott - Moderator:Abby, they will swipe your student ID card to apply the book scholarship. If you
come to campus prior to Move in, you can provide them with your student ID number and they can

apply the scholarship.
Peter Lex:We viewed where you can get books on porches. Some of the books were listed as $0. Is this
where the book scholarship was applied? If not, how do we order books with the book scholarship
Marsha Fentress:wanted to verify that if my daughter is going to camp blue she does not need to sign
up for early drop off since she will all ready be there early
Alli Brace:can they apply my textbook scholarship if i order my books online?
Melissa - Moderator:Alli - yes they will ask for that during the process
Carol Patnaik:So they can pick up IDs at early drop off?
Megan Powers:is it true we can pick up our student id before move in
Scott - Moderator:Peter, I would consult the bookstore with this question.
lydia thumser:when is the latest I can order my books?
Carolina Enrique:Can we get his student ID issued on saturday, august 11Th. if so, where?
Trevor Benning:for the textbook scholarship are you only allowed to rent books is that just for
freshman year or all 4 years
Melissa - Moderator:Carol - no not at early drop off, only for permanent move-in
Ummiya - Moderator:Colleen - the bookstore will be open during move-in for Camp Blue for you to buy
your textbooks. You may also go down and purchase your books during the normal move-in day August
17.
Scott - Moderator:Megan,
Halley Keefe:Do we sleep in Kentucky the whole week?
Scott - Moderator:Megan, No you have to get it at Move in
Megan Powers:what happens if i have early drop off? do i need my id to get my key to my room
Melissa - Moderator:Trevor - Yes only rent and we think that is for all four years, please check with the
bookstore
Morelaine Menguria:Are we able to stay in our dorms after early drop off?
Ummiya - Moderator:Marsha - no you do not need to sign up for Early Drop-Off. Move-in for Camp will
be August 12 at 8:30am
Megan Powers:and do i return that key when i'm finished or keep it for move in day
Bryson Wittler:Regarding the textbook scholarship, do textbooks need to be purchased through the
university bookstore or can textbooks be purchased through an outside retailer?
Trevor Benning:they were not sure last week
Melissa - Moderator:Megan - You drop off your belongings and can bet your books, you can give them
any id to get your key for the hour
Scott - Moderator:Halley, No. You spend two nights at Camp in KY. Sunday and Monday nights are at
Camp Ernst in Burlington, KY.
Gabriel Page:I have a somewhat unrelated question: the AlcoholEDU and SAPU are supposed to be
done by August 25th, but after I just finished part 1 of both, I was told that there would be a 45-day
hiatus before I could do part 2 of either. Will this negatively impact me in any way, or was the part 1 the
major thing?
Ummiya - Moderator:Morelaine - no students are only allocated an hour timeslot for you to drop off
your stuff.
Halley Keefe:Ok thank you!
Melissa - Moderator:Brian - Yes textbooks have to be purchased through the UD bookstore for the
book scholarship

Megan Powers:Gotcha thanks - and i assume i give that key back at the end of the hour or do i keep it
for move in day
Elaine Flores:My connection is not working properly it keeps freezing up
Marsha Fentress:How does my daughter know the required books for her first semister?
Melissa - Moderator:MEgan - yes you give it back or you will be fined
Scott - Moderator:Gabriel, You are correct. Only part 1 is due August 25. Part two will open after you've
arrived on campus.
Casey Shimko:Is it possible to get into dorm room after window to allow additional items to be
dropped off later that day?
Megan Powers:gotcha thank you
Colleen McDonnell:camp blue website never said we were only in kentucky few nights and I heard we
have to help with the move in 8-430 . We did not sign up for that.
Melissa - Moderator:Casey - No you only get the assigned hour
Melissa - Moderator:Colleen - please call tomorrow if you aren't interested in helping with move-in as
that is a camp expectation as an example fo service to others
Gail st pierre:Where do early drop off students pick up their id so they can return with their books?
Christine Hulme:If we do early drop off, can we come any time on 8/17? or just the specific time for our
hall
Melissa - Moderator:Colleen- many other groups are helping as well
Ethan R.:If you participated in early drop off, can you show up early to Founders?
Kayla:Can you set up your room during your early drop of day?
Ummiya - Moderator:Marsha - the easiest way is to proceed to go the bookstore and ask for your class
list. They will be able to print out a list of your required books for you. You may also see your required
books on their website.
Colleen McDonnell:who do we speak to tomorrow
Thomas Fuchik:Is the move-in hours only for students who do not participate in early drop-off?
Melissa - Moderator:Ethan - No you still come at the regular move in time
Scott - Moderator:Gail, You can purchase your textbooks without your student ID card. You only need
to provide your student ID number
Carolina Enrique:When does the NSO app go live?
Melissa - Moderator:Colleen- 937-229-2229 and you can speak to Re'Shanda Around Noon would be
good
Melissa - Moderator:Carolina - August 1
Megan Powers:If i am bringing a bike, do i bring it on early move in? where do I store it?
Gail st pierre:But can you get back into the room after dropping off belongings?
Ummiya - Moderator:Christine - you're welcome to return to your rooms anytime on Move-In day as
long as you are not entering in the move-in lines. Please drop your car off in the S1 lot and proceed to
drive the shuffle over.
Kelly Uhl:what are the bookstore hours on August 11 & 12?
Shannon Molloy:On the school's website it states that "not as much move-in assistance offered after
3pm." Does this mean Freshmen students moving into Marianist Hall are out of luck since their
scheduled move-in time is 2:30-4:00pm?
Melissa - Moderator:Megan - you can bring your bike, they are stored outside with a lock
Scott - Moderator:Thomas, Move in hours are listed to show when there will additional help at each

residence hall to help you move in. If you participate in Early drop, you can bypass the move in lines
Janice Cody:Janice: My daughter won't be able to move into Marycrest between 10am-2pm because
she if coming from her summer job and won't arrive until later in the afternoon. How will that affect us?
Melissa - Moderator:SHannon - No, we have full help for Marianist students
mark and bette elliott:Will honors students be back from Camp Blue for the Honors Student welcome?
Ummiya - Moderator:Kelly - please refer to the website as our summer hours are currently changing to
the fall semester.
Colleen McDonnell:why are we paying $350 for camp blue and now involved in your service help and
need to pay for all our food on campus as we do service for you? This was not on your website.
Megan Powers:so i'm staying in stuart - there's no storage in the basement of dorms?
Shields:What if you have two cars for early move-in?
Melissa - Moderator:Colleen - Please call us tomorrow so we can discuss your concerns
Melissa - Moderator:Megan - no there is no additional storage beyond your own room
Scott - Moderator:Janice, You are welcome to move in later than the designated time; however, you
will not have as much help from our Blue Crew
Thomas Fuchik:do early drop off students need hang tags?
Megan Powers:okay thank you
Carolina Enrique:how does my son handle potential changes to his schedule?
Cheryl Ridgley: Can you set up your room on early move in day?
Melissa - Moderator:Shields - just make sure your 2 cars stay back to back in the line
Scott - Moderator:Thomas, No you do not need the hangtag for Early Drop
Ummiya - Moderator:Mark and Bette - Yes, they will be back on campus in time to attend the Honors
Welcome
Melissa - Moderator:Cheryl - Yes you can do as much as you want during your hour time slot
Peter Lex:What is the actual address of Founders Hall so I can send mail to our son
Elizabeth Mintus:do honors students need hangtags as well?
Kayla:How long are you able to be in your room for early off?
Dorothy Seabrook:If you are commuter, how do you know the room/floor you are assigned to?
Melissa - Moderator:Elizabeth - yes please
Scott - Moderator:Peter, go to go.udayton.edu to find the address of your residence hall
Melissa - Moderator:Kayla - one hour
Ummiya - Moderator:Carolina - you will have to speak to your specific academic advisor about
scheduling changes
Scott - Moderator:Dorothy, as a commuter, you will not be assigned to a room/floor. You will commute
from home each day.
Carolina Enrique:when are academic advisors assigned?
Angi Saunders:Do you need hang tags for early drop-off?
Ummiya - Moderator:Dorothy - as a commuter you do not have a specific room assignment however
there is a Commuter Lounge located on the first floor of Kennedy Union
Dorothy Seabrook:I mean for camp blue, I know what a commuter is...
Melissa - Moderator:Carolina - they are avialable to view who you are assigned on Porches
Scott - Moderator:Angi, No you will not need a hangtag for Early Drop Off
Jared Rech:How many students are registered for camp blue?
Scott - Moderator:Dorothy, you'll find out when you arrive for camp which cabin you will be assigned

to.
Kayla:Are you able to go buy books from the bookstore and leave them in your room before turning in
the key at early drop off?
Melissa - Moderator:Kayla - Yes
Chris Schneider:can you buiy books online beforehand and pick them up or have them sent to your
room when you arrive?
Daniel Peters:how do i resereve blue cart for early drop off
Elizabeth Lindenschmidt:When do the parents of Camp Blue arrive on move in weekend?
Scott - Moderator:Daniel, When you arrive for early drop off, a student will bring a blue cart to your car
and will assist you in bringing your belongings to your room.
Gabriel Page:Will we be able to reference the other slides once this is over?
Melissa - Moderator:Chris - They can't be sent to your room but you can order them early to be picked
up
Chris Schneider:ok thanks
Megan Powers:what friday is she talkihng about?
Carolina Enrique:shoukd my son handle potential schedule changes with his AA thru email or wait until
he is on camous?
Melissa - Moderator:Gabriel - Yes, go.udayton.edu/nso and then the multimedia tab
Dorothy Seabrook:I was wondering about where commuters would go during camp blue for when we
leave Kentucky and return to the UD campus. I wouldn't have a dorm room- so I was curious as to where
I'd be placed.
Aaron Hohman:Are the mandatory floor meetings on Friday?
Colleen McDonnell:if you have the standard meal plan and are signed up for camp blue when does that
plan start
Ummiya - Moderator:Elizabeth - Typically parents will be arriving Friday night for their own
social event or Saturday morning
Scott - Moderator:Megan, Re'Shanda is referring to Friday August 17th as that is Move in day
Ummiya - Moderator:Aaron - Yes.
Megan Powers:gotcha
Melissa - Moderator:Dorothy - After Kentucky commuter students will live at home
Trevor Benning:if i did early dropff can I move into marianist before the specified time since i will not
be dropping things off
Richard Abbott:What do parents do after drop off on move in day?
Kathleen Robinson:This is awesome! You all are giving great information!
Scott - Moderator:Colleen, Fall meal plans do not begin until Friday, August 17. You could purchase a
suplimental meal plan for camp.
Grace Porter:How early can Stuart students arrive on move in day?
Aaron Hohman:If you are early drop off when can I pick up my room key on move in day?
Anna Biesecker-Mast:Can I ask about the Honors Welcome schedule on here or should I contact
someone else? If so, who?
Shannon Molloy:For regulare move-in day, do we need to reserve a large blue cart or will they be
available at unloading zones?
Natalie Barendt 2:How important is it for parents to stay during the whole weekend of orientation?
Beth:Blue Crew sounds great - thank you!

Scott Cruttenden:great info
Mark Settembrini:so if my daughter is actually moving in on the 12th for cheer, her meal card will be
ACTIVE? she has the FLEX meal plan
Melissa - Moderator:Richard - Parents can help their students in their rooms, but don't have anything
until an optional social that night
Ben Welch:Where can I find the hang tag for move -in-day?
Melissa - Moderator:Erin - Yes
Ummiya - Moderator:Trevor - You will be able to access your room if you are not entering move-in
lines. Make sure to park in S1 before taking the shuttle over.
Melissa - Moderator:Ben - On our website at go.udayton.edu/nso
Megan Powers:if we have early drop off we just go ahead and skip the line by parking and taking the
shuttle right over correct
Melissa - Moderator:Ben - they are under the move in tab
Scott - Moderator:Grace, Stuart's move in is scheduled for 10:00 to 2:00. I wouldn't arrive any earlier
than 30 minutes before your assigned time
Grace Porter:Thank you
Kathy Wolf:When do we get the student ID?
Melissa - Moderator:Anna - contact the Honors office as they coordinate that
Ummiya - Moderator:Natalie - Parents have their own day and a half of orientation with their own
breakout sessions and events to help better guide them through their student's college experience.
Thomas Fuchik:When do you get a student ID?
Melissa - Moderator:Shannon - No the blue crew will have the carts to help you
Caitlin Mahoney:When/where do we get our student IDs?
Scott - Moderator:Kathy, you will receive your student ID card when you move in/at the commuter
breakfast
Scott - Moderator:Caitlin, at move in/commuter breakfast
Melissa - Moderator:Natalie - Parent programming is completely optional so you can attend as much or
little as you would like
Ummiya - Moderator:Aaron - simply return to the residence hall's front desk and they will provide you
with your room key and student ID
Aaron Hohman:Okay thanks
Trevor Benning:if i do early drop off but have large items to bring move in day can i wait till after move
in slot to avoid lines and then unload at dorm
Melissa - Moderator:Mark - Flex is active on August 8 and regular meal plans begin on August 17
Scott - Moderator:Trevor, yes. You are welcome to do so
Chris Schneider:after I had uploaded my picture for the ID about a day later I got an email saying I have
not loaded a picture yet. Can you tell it mine is good to go?
Melissa - Moderator:Megan - Yes you skip the line and go directly to the shuttle lot
Megan Powers:gotcha thank you
Megan Powers:and how do i get my key to my room that day???
Melissa - Moderator:Chris - You need to contact the card services office to have that question
answered
Tracy Downes:so does student have to check in at resident hall desk before blue crew can deliver boxes
to room?

Scott - Moderator:Megan, you can get your key on Move in Day from your residence hall front desk
Megan Powers:ahhh i see. thank you
Melissa - Moderator:Tracy - The student will get out of the car and get checked in before your card gets
to the front
Megan Powers:is that the same for early drop off
Matthew Donohue:are honors student welcome students checked in earlier?
Peter Lex:How do parents register for the nso
Melissa - Moderator:Tracy - it is important that people in the car know the room number as well so if
they need to meet the student at the room you are good
Scott - Moderator:Megan, yes. You will be able to get your key in your residence hall for Early Drop Off
as well
Jim Schreyer:photo was just uplaoded for ID. Will it be ready for early drop-off on the 11th?
Megan Powers:thanks
Melissa - Moderator:Peter - The student registers the parents for NSO
Ummiya - Moderator:Matthew - yes you're checked in at your Honors Welcome
Trevor Benning:if i have a private question who can i contact
Melissa - Moderator:Jim - IDs won't be given out until regular move in
Bob Sapienza:If we are unable to get hotel on the 17th and 18th, is RV parking available (at the football
field, maybe?)
Tim Stapf:Marycrest... fridges and microwaves provided or should we bring that?
Kayla:If you have early drop off, do you also have to check in on Move-in day
Kathleen Christopher:What time is the Honors welcome?
Melissa - Moderator:JIm - you don't get them at early drop-off
Ummiya - Moderator:Trevor - Please email us at nso@udayton.edu or call at 937.229.2229 so we can
get you in contact with the correct individual
Micah Hung:With so many activities all day, are commuter students required to attend the late night
activities? Such as Party in the Plaza, Rudypalooza, and Night at the Rec.
Scott - Moderator:Tim, Yes a Microwave and a Fridge are provided in each room
Melissa - Moderator:Bob- you will need to call our parking office to see if they can accomodate an RV
Melissa - Moderator:Micah - yes commuter students are asked to attend all events including social
events
Scott - Moderator:Kathleen, Please consult our website for schedule specifics.
Ummiya - Moderator:Kayla - yes you will need to check into NSO itself after the normal move-in times
Kevin:Do the students stay in the dorms the night of the 17th?
Richard Abbott:Do the Marycrest double rooms include a televison?
Melissa - Moderator:Kevin - yes they do stay in the residence hall on the 17th
Ummiya - Moderator:Kayla - you will also need to check in at the front desk of your residence hall to
receive your room key
lydia thumser:where do commuters park at nso
Scott - Moderator:Richard, we do not provide TVs in any of our residence hall rooms.
Mark Settembrini:do parents have to pick up anything for NSO of will the student pick up everything
when they check-in on the 17th from 1- 6pm?
Melissa - Moderator:Lydia - You will park in S1 at Fitz Hall
Kevin:and the parents go to the NSO events on Saturday morning?

Scott - Moderator:Mark, students will be able to pick up all check-in material.
Ummiya - Moderator:Kevin - Yes
Trevor Benning:for nso where is handicap parking for parents
Jordan McCormick 2:Do we need a parking pass for early-drop off? Or are we given one that day?
Melissa - Moderator:Trevor - Handicap parking is available near most buildings in marked spots
Scott - Moderator:Jordan, No it is free parking during Early Drop Off
Trevor Benning:will those spots be available on move in days also
Melissa - Moderator:Trevor - yes
Bob Sapienza:Do all rooms have fridge and micro, or just certain dorms? Stewart?
Scott - Moderator:Bob, Yes. All rooms have a Microwave and a Fridge
Gabriel Page:Sorry but I didn't get this down; where will we be able to access the slides after this again?
Bob Sapienza:Thanks
Melissa - Moderator:Gabriel - go.udayton.edu/nso and then the multimedia tab
Melissa - Moderator:Gabriel - it does take a few days to post though
Shannon Molloy:When will the students get their team assignments?
Melissa - Moderator:SHannon -you will find out your team when you check in to NSO
Mark Settembrini:how can i have my student rewatch this presentation again?
Troy Fuller:Can students with dietary restrictions find out about choices before NSO teams go to the
various food locations?
Ricardo Santa:What is the merchandise she is talking about?
Christine Hulme:What merchandice is available and how do we order?
Chris Schneider:when did she say to get the merchadise ordered and where?
tina harris:where is pick up for merchandise, it froze right when she said it.
Scott - Moderator:Mark, you can find a recording of this presentation at go.udayton.edu/nso and under
our multimedia tab
Aaron Hohman:how do we obtain the mailing address for our student
Megan Powers:so we move in at our designated times then it's a free for all until nso begins at what
time?
Kathleen Christopher:When will this be avail on the website?
Melissa - Moderator:Ricardo and Chris - it was available for purchase during NSO registration
Scott - Moderator:Tina, You can pick up merchandise on Saturday from 11:00 to 4:00 at our resource
fair in the Collins Gym.
Ummiya - Moderator:Troy - all our dining options are all-inclusive and you will be notified when you
head over
tina harris:thank you
Scott - Moderator:Kathleen, It will take a few days for this presentation to be available on our website
Melissa - Moderator:Megan - Yes you have free time after move in until you floor meeting
Giovan:Do we have to go to mass?
Kathleen Christopher:Great thanks for posting!
Megan Powers:oh okay thank you
Scott - Moderator:Giovan, All are welcome at Mass, but Mass is not required.
Ummiya - Moderator:Aaron - you should be able to see all the addresses on the Housing website.
go.udayton.edu/housing
Giovan:okay thank you

Charlotte Mahoney:What does sociodrama refer to?
Ummiya - Moderator:Addresses are also listed on the NSP website go.udayton.edu/nso
Melissa - Moderator:Charlotte - Sociodrama is for students on Sunday and are short skits about real life
college issues
Melissa - Moderator:With a panel discussion afterwards
kelly jackson:How many parents typically stay for the parent orientation?
Melissa - Moderator:Kelly - It is up to you and everyone is different. The longest you can stay is Noon
on Sunday. Please see our website to view the schedule
Kathleen Christopher:When is Mass?
Melissa - Moderator:Kathleen - Saturday at 4:30 in the RecPlex
Christine Canning:Thank you very much for your time and help!
Kelly Uhl:Is there a planned mass on Sunday for families & their students?
Kathleen Christopher:So Mass is built into the students' schedule?
Natalie Barendt 2:If my parents can't stay until Sunday at noon, will there be time on Saturday in
between the activities to say goodbye?
Melanie:Are meals provided for parents and family members who registered for NSO?
Kurt Jensen:You guys were awesome! Thank you
Scott - Moderator:Kathleen, Yes. There is an NSO mass scheduled for Saturday at 4:30
Melissa - Moderator:Kelly - No just the one on Saturday is the NSO mass There are smaller masses in
the chapel on Sunday
Tracy Downes:should all enter through main gate at drop off, or via another entrance
Scott - Moderator:Melanie, No. Parent meals are not provided
Melissa - Moderator:Natalie - You can say goodbye whenever it is convenient for your
Natalie Barendt 2:Thanks for all of this!!!!
Ethan R.:Where should parents park on Sat for Orientation?
Ummiya - Moderator:Tracy - we had a directions map on our website. Please refer to it. We will also
have signs to lead you up near your dormitory.
Elaine Flores:Does students have any free time in the evening or is their time all planned out
Melissa - Moderator:Ethan - S1 lot at the corner of Stewart and Brown street
Gail st pierre:are early drop off students able to access their dorm after the hour time slot after their
things have already been brought up? (just to get situated in the room)
Peter Ganzel:Is Family Weekend more or less the replacement of Homecoming and Sibs Weekend that
used to be held years ago?
Scott - Moderator:Elaine, Yes. There is some scheduled free time.
Kayla:Is it mandatory for students to attend the breakout sessions on Sunday morning.
Ummiya - Moderator:Peter - Yes, it is quite similar to the two.
Melissa - Moderator:Gail - they only have their hour and can't get back in their room later in the day
Scott - Moderator:Kayla, Yes. All sessions are mandatory during NSO
Scott - Moderator:Kayla, **for students
Elaine Flores:Does dorms have a closing time or requires students to be in by certain hour?
Melissa - Moderator:Elaine - No they can come and go whenever with their ID
guest 4:Do u recommend ordering books ahead of time or doing it the day you move in?
Melissa - Moderator:Guest 4 - it is totally up to you
Gail st pierre:can students access the bookstore before their early drop off time slot so they can get

them prior to early drop off move in?
Kelly Uhl:Very informative. Thanks!
Meghan Leinhauser:thanks for everything
Micah Hung:For dinner on Saturday, August 18, do you eat with your family or your team?
guest 4:r students allowed to have keurigs in their dorm rooms
Ryan Maguire:Thank you!
Shields:Thank you! Love the story about the Dad with the hangers. Excellent info.
Aaron Hohman:thank you for the information
Tracy Downes:Thank You!
Michelle Weber:Thanks very much!
Melissa - Moderator:Micah - with your parents
Claire Garrett:Thank you!
Ummiya - Moderator:Gail - Yes, the bookstore hours should be posted on their website and you're
welcome to drop by at anytime.
Anna Biesecker-Mast:Thank you so much! Super helpful!
Shannon Molloy:Are toaster overs allowed in dorms?
Rose Glasso:Thank you so much!
Gail st pierre:thank you
Melanie:My daughter was told by prior students to wait to order her books until her first class since
Profs may not use all the books that are listed for the classes. Thoughts on this??
Scott - Moderator:Guest 4, please check the housing website for accepted appliances in the residence
halls
Ben Welch:thank you so much! Very helpful
Kathleen Christopher:Great job...God bless!
Chris Schneider:what was the answer to the quuestion did you recommend buying them ahead of time
or just doing it that day?
Melissa - Moderator:Shannon - no, no small applicances are permitted
John Coffey:is there anything recommended that is fun to do for younger siblings?
Cheryl Ridgley:Thank you!
Melissa - Moderator:Melanie - Waiting is up to the student That is an individual choice
Scott - Moderator:Chris, that is a matter of personal preference.
Dorothy Seabrook:So, just making sure- as a commuter, for camp blue, we go to Kentucky and when
we return to UD, we go home and drive from there to campus for the remainder of the time at camp
blue?
Colin:Does no small appliances incude coffee makers?
Ethan R.:Melissa almost a year ago at a Bellbrook FAFSA meeting you gave me an "unofficial" welcome
to UD. Thank you, and I'm so excited that I finally made it
Ummiya - Moderator:John - there are several social events scheduled for the evenings such as
Volleyball Scrimmage that all are welcome to participate in
Melissa - Moderator:Dorothy - yes you are correct
Dorothy Seabrook:alright! thank you so much
Ummiya - Moderator:Colin - yes
Chris Schneider:I guess I was tyring to see if they thought it was a mad house at the book store that day
and they recommend doing it ahead of time if you can.

Scott - Moderator:Colin, Check with housing tomorrow. Call (937) 229-3317
Melissa - Moderator:Chris - it is very busy at the bookstore on move -in day so ordering early might be
easier
Matthew Degnen:what arethe book store hourson8/16?
Charlotte Mahoney:So I arrive Thursday, I could get my books early?
Melissa - Moderator:Matthew - 8 - 5 p.m.
Cheryl Ridgley:Are the bookstore hours the same on early move in day?
Scott - Moderator:Charlotte, Yes. You are welcome to do so
Michael Battista:is the bookstore open 11 & 12?
Melissa - Moderator:Cheryl - we will provide a handout on early drop that will give you the hours
Shields:How do you reserve a blue cart for early drop off?
Ummiya - Moderator:Michael - Yes they will be open then
Melissa - Moderator:Shields - you will sign them out at the front desk
Kayla:Does my daughter have to trurn in keys directdly after the early drop off hour or will there be
time to visity the bookstore?
Gail st pierre:I have a similar question as above did you just say no keurig coffee makers are allowed?
Elise Clement:Do you have computer recommendations for engineering students
Elizabeth Nartker:How large is a blue cart?
Melissa - Moderator:Kayla - She can run very quickly to the bookstore and then turn in her keys
Scott - Moderator:Gail, for specific information, call Housing tomorrow at (937) 229-3317
guest 4:What happens if you buy a book and you end up dropping the class. Do you get a credit back to
your scholarship?
mark and bette elliott:Is there a Camp Blue iternary?
Melissa - Moderator:Elizabeth - they are similar to a post office wheeled tub and you can use it for
several trips
Melissa - Moderator:Mark and Bette - yes on the go.udayton.edu/campblue
Kathleen Christopher:Can students have a dust buster in their rooms? Are larger vaccuums available for
personal use? Of course this is a parent asking :)
Elizabeth Nartker:Thank you!!
Scott - Moderator:Guest 4, If you return the book within a period of time and receive a refunt
Melissa - Moderator:Kathlenn - Yes, and vacuums can be checked out at the front desk
Ummiya - Moderator:Elise - Engineering students are preferred to have a Windows-based computer for
easier software downloads
Merrill Moores:where do you acccess the information for the book scholarship on porches?
Bob Sapienza:Are the rooms in Stewart carpeted?
mark and bette elliott:Thank you!
Daniel Peters:aare all the rooms carpeted i marycrest
Aaron Hohman:According to bookstore website: 11th and 12th 9a-7p
Melissa - Moderator:Bob - All rooms in Stuart are carpeted
caitlin wagner:should education majors purchase windows or apple computers
Ummiya - Moderator:Merrill - contact the bookstore and they can let you know about your book
scholarship information
Scott - Moderator:Daniel, Not all Marycrest rooms are carpeted
Melissa - Moderator:Caitlin - Please call the Education office to make sure the computer they suggest

Kathleen Christopher:Do you know if the armoire closets have drawers inside them, or is it just hanging
space?
Elizabeth Mintus:are all founders rooms carpeted
Melissa - Moderator:Caitlin - or check udayton.edu and type in computer requirement
Scott - Moderator:Kathleen, It depends on the residence hall.
Kathleen Christopher:Closet question specific to Marycrest - sorry
caitlin wagner:how do you know if a room in marycrest is carpeted or not?
Ummiya - Moderator:Elizabeth - We believe that all Founders rooms are carpeted. Please confirm with
Housing at 937.229.3317
Melissa - Moderator:Caitlin -You will need to call housing 937-229-3317
Scott - Moderator:Kathleen, Yes. Most of the built in closets have drawers and a mirror attached.
Grant Hirzel:Can we bring a carpet for Marycrest room?
Scott - Moderator:Kathleen ** In Marycrest
Melissa - Moderator:Grant - yes if you want to
Kathleen Christopher:The armoire in my son's Marycreat room is a stand alone furniture piece. Does
that kind have drawers?
Scott - Moderator:Kathleen, Please contact Housing tomorrow at (937) 229-3317
Gabriel Page:Are the beds in Marycrest lofted? I have a single room in Marycrest.
John Coffey:how do you request the bed railing
Melissa - Moderator:Gabriel - NO your bed will not be lofted
PattyGool:Will this presentation be available to view after the webinar is over?
Gabriel Page:Thank you
Melissa - Moderator:Patty - go.udayton.edu/nso and then the multimedia tab
Ummiya - Moderator:John - you may request that through Housing at 937.229.3317
Kayla:Do you need to request the railing early?
Kathleen Christopher:There was another webinar in June? What was the content?
Melissa - Moderator:Kayla - No, just wait until you get here and see if you really need it
Kayla:Railing for stuart as well?
Gabriel Page:May I ask roughly how high the beds are in Marycrest?
Scott - Moderator:Kathleen, the June webinar covered topics regarding preparation for arrival
Melissa - Moderator:Kayla - it is the same process for all residence halls
Scott - Moderator:Gabriel, the beds are adjustable and can be customized to your preference.
Gabriel Page:Oh, sweet.
Abby Conwat:If I want to change the lofting of my bed do I have to request it when I'm there or can I do
it myself?
Elizabeth Nartker:are there any safes in the dorms to lock up valuables?
Melissa - Moderator:Abby - you must coordinate changing bed configurations with the housing and
residence life staff
Scott - Moderator:Eliabeth, no. You are encouraged to bring your own safe.
John & Barbara:Nice job! Thank you! Go Flyers
Rich Goglia:Thank you see you in two weeks

